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Lecture Plan

Building on the previous discussion of LDS:
• 1.  Psychotherapy, psychotherapy readiness, and pre-therapy
• 2. Language and cognitive development in psychotherapy

• The centrality of stories
• Story eliciting and telling strategies
• From stories to skills

• 3.Other adaptations to CBT for deaf people with LDS
• Skill building as a core behavioral strategy
• Simple cognitive therapy

• 4.  New ASL teaching stories



An introduction to the Deaf mental health staff training workbook,  Preparing 
deaf and hearing persons with language and learning challenges for CBT



Part 1: Therapy and pre-therapy 
https://www.apa.org/ptsd-guideline/patients-and-families/psychotherapy

• Psychotherapy involves communication between patients and 
therapists that is intended to help people:
• Find relief from emotional distress, as in becoming less anxious, fearful or 

depressed.
• Seek solutions to problems in their lives, such as dealing with disappointment, 

grief, family issues, and job or career dissatisfaction.
• Modify ways of thinking and acting that are preventing them from working 

productively and enjoying personal relationships.
• Facilitate psychological development and growth (added)

• (For my purposes, counseling and psychotherapy are the same thing.)



• Psychotherapy begins with some discussion of a person's background 
and the concerns that led him or her to seek help. Following this 
initial assessment, the patient and therapist come to an agreement, 
called the treatment contract. The treatment contract specifies the 
goals of treatment, treatment procedures, and a regular schedule for 
the time, place and duration of their treatment sessions. Sometimes 
this treatment contract is written down explicitly, but more often it is 
discussed between patient and therapist.



At a minimum: 

• Therapist and client/patient agree to meet
• The purpose of the meeting is for the client to talk/sign about their 

lives
• The most basic goal is for the client to feel and function better
• The therapist tries to be helpful, drawing on a toolbox of theory and 

therapeutic techniques



Therapist factors                                             Client factors

Relationship factors                                  Therapy factors



All effective therapies engage clients in the 
following:

• Learning to think better
• Activating behavior; get people to take positive actions
• Exposure: Helping people face their fears or problems directly
• Helping people form better attachments
• Working, explicitly or implicitly, on different kinds of coping and social skills.  In 

CBT, it is usually explicit.
• Helping people manage and decrease psychiatric symptoms or behavioral 

problems
• Developing a stronger sense of self (a belief in personal agency or self-efficacy)

• Usually, progress in one domain generalizes to progress in other domains
• Changed thinking, behaving and feeling are all linked together
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• A key factor related to the development of a therapeutic relationship 
and ultimate psychotherapy success is that the client and therapist 
share a plan or map for their therapeutic goals and method.

• Duncan, Miller, Wampold and Hubble, Eds. (2010).  The heart and soul of change: Delivering 
what works in therapy. (2nd edition). American Psychological Association



Client variables: Key client attitudes and 
beliefs for therapy:
• I need help with something
• I can get help in counseling or therapy
• The counselor/therapist is someone who can help me
• Discussing things is worthwhile
• We discuss what I think, feel and do
• We discuss how I cope and get better
• I like my counselor and what to communicate

with them



Client variables: Minimum cognitive skills 
relevant to psychotherapy
• Ability to identify a reason for therapy  (why I am here)
• Ability to discuss and agree upon a plan for therapy  (however vague)
• Ability to tell a story (what happened)

• Clear ability to say who did what to whom
• Clear time referencing (necessary for cause and effect)

• Motivation to show up and participate
• Ability to stay safe in the session



Client variables:
Some capacity for abstract thinking (seeing 
patterns) is enormously helpful
• Consideration of possibility (if this, then that)
• What happened before relates to now and future
• Noticing thoughts and feelings
• Thoughts, feelings and behavior are related
• Consideration of meaning



Client variables: Helpful abilities and attitudes

• Searching for self-improvement; not fixing the environment
• Some sense of “I am capable of doing something to make my life 

better”
• Theory of mind (an appreciation of how other people think and feel); 

Empathy for others
• Ability to make and keep appointments
• Ability to “save” topics for the therapy meeting



Key therapist variables are…

• Capacity to form a therapeutic relationship with a wide variety of 
clients
• Strong capacity for empathic communication
• Ability to communicate effectively with the client
• Ability to establish therapeutic goals and methods and solicit client 

buy-in
• Ability to recognize and build upon client strengths and skills
• Ability to adapt communication and methodology for a variety of 

clients



Given what psychotherapy is and what it 
requires……
• What challenges will likely occur when working with deaf people with 

language deprivation?
• Consider:

• Fund of information
• Ability to organize thoughts into a story
• Capacity for abstract thinking
• Understanding of and motivation for therapy
• Resources available for communication and support



If any of these are not in place, the work is 
“pre-therapy”

• Pre-therapy involves getting people ready for psychotherapy and getting 
psychotherapy ready for diverse people
• Pre-therapy is a way of conceptualizing interventions especially with 

people who aren’t considered “good candidates for therapy.”
• For billing purposes, goals are often variants of:

• “Person will develop linguistic and non-linguistic means of self-expression such that 
behavioral challenges will decrease.”

• “Person will learn to use verbal/sign communication to communicate safely about 
feelings, thoughts, experiences and concerns.” 

• In Deaf mental health, especially in public sector work, you WILL do a lot of 
pre-therapy



Part 2: Language and cognitive development 
in pre-therapy and therapy
• Like it or not, language and cognitive development is part of the Deaf 

mental health therapist’s work, especially with deaf children
• Like it or not, Deaf mental health therapists often address fund of 

information deficits
• How to teach or convey information isn’t always clear

• Problem: psychotherapists are not language or cognitive development 
experts
• A fair question is whether this is a task best given to therapists as 

opposed to communication specialists



Default behavioral goal:

Goal:  “Student/client will develop sufficient language and 
communication skills for self expression as an alternative to challenging 
behaviors.”



Stories as an organizing therapeutic principal



Stories

• “What happened?  STORY HAPPEN WHAT, TELL ME

• Your session(s) may be devoted to helping the person tell the story.

• Implicit goal: Person will use language (not behavior) for self-
expression



What skills are involved in telling a story? 

• Sequencing: beginning, middle, end.
• Time referencing.  When?
• Who did want to whom?  Subjects, objects, verbs
• When? Where? How? Why?
• True or false?   Witnessed or Imagined or desired?
• Important vs unimportant information

• The therapist works intentionally on helping clients develop these abilities



Cognitive skills and emotional intelligence

• Cause and effect.    
• He hit me.  I felt angry.  I hit him back.

• Empathy and theory of mind
• I feel.  You feel.  He feels.
• I think. You think. She thinks
• Perspective taking

• Abstract patterns
• A is related to B but different than C
• What happened before effects what happens now
• What you do effects how other people respond
• What does this mean?  Why?



When these foundation language skills are 
weak or absent:
• The therapist or therapeutic team may have to focus on the pre-

therapy work of developing them
• The focus of therapy may be “tell me the story” (STORY HAPPEN 

WHAT?) and helping them do so.
• Elicit the story and the relevant cognitive constructs
• This may well be the therapy for quite some time



Lev Vgotsky

• Scaffolding
• Zone of proximal development

• Understand student/client level of language and cognitive 
development
• Counsel/teach with a developmental framework
• Work just above the person’s current cognitive developmental 

abilities



White board and drawing supplies: Essential 
tools



Dominoes: an essential tool

• Sequencing questions, with dominoes
• What happened?  First? Next? Next? Next? Last?
• Who? Do-do?
• Day?  Monday? Tuesday?
• Reference calendar. Clock.
• You sleep, wake-up; sleep-wake-up.  1, 2, 3, how-many?



Use toys to act out stories (with people who 
accept this)



When people are doing this, they are



We teach and counsel through stories (and 
skills)
• The entire workbook is composed of stories
• Ex:  Autistic deaf patient pounds wall



In the process, identify relevant coping skills



SKILL USE WHAT?

• WALL PUSH-UP SKILL
• BALL PLAY SKILL
• CALM-DOWN SKILL



Developmental and strength based

• If you have a large vocabulary for skills,
• And can see many everyday activities as coping skills

• Running
• Jumping
• Drawing
• Expressing oneself
• Etc

• You’ll be able to comment on skills the person already has
• Labeling the skills, reinforcing them, building self-efficacy
• This is strength-based work



Part III:  Deaf friendly and LDS friendly 
adaptations of cognitive behavioral therapy



A shared schema for our work

• Bridging the gap between the thought-worlds of the therapist and 
that of the client 



How wide is the gap? Remember the “fund of information” gap



Insight!

Why does my 
mother make 
me talk to this 

stupid 
woman?

“Insight” is often a poor schema for this work with most children or psychologically      
unsophisticated people.



No schema 
for language 
deprivation 

No schema 
for therapy

One key pre-therapy focus must be creation of a shared schema for “what 
we do here.”



Skills
Skills

The schema of “skills” may be a bridge.
The behavioral part of CBT can be thought of as skill building



“Skills”: A schema for “getting better” (Lessons 1-
3)

• Coping skills
• Social skills
• Independent living skills
• Problem-solving/thinking skills
• Conflict resolution skills

• The language of the treatment is 
“skills”
• Focusing on skills puts you in the 
world of CBT



Pictorial representations of skills  (developing 
vocabulary for skills)
• Developmental simple and concrete
• Expand notion of skills to “anything that you do that helps”
• Emphasize sensory and behavioral skills

• Lesson 1. Coping skills























• Using this framework, think of people you know with language and 
learning challenges
• What “coping skills” do they already have?
• Help people tell the story of coping skills they use
• Example



A personal story about coping





I used:

• Diaphragmatic breathing
• Positive self talk
• Sensory-movement based grounding
• Focusing and distraction
• Humor

• Importantly, I began with…
• A sense of self-efficacy or agency. “I can do this.”





Developmentally simple conflict resolution 
skills  (Lesson 2)



Who sits in the front seat?



What skills are involved when one has a good 
conversation about differences?













After a good conversation, what skills did you 
use?
• You took turns                 TAKE-TURNS SKILL
• You listened, you waited.   LISTEN, PAY-ATTENTION SKILL
• You didn’t yell, insult, criticize    NO YELL, INSULT, CRITICIZE, WOW
• You made eye contact   EYE-CONTACT, PAY-ATTENTION SKILL
• You leaned forward   LEAN-FORWARD, PAY-ATTENTION, UNDERSTAND 

SKILL
• You expressed  your feelings safely  EXPRESS FEELINGS SAFE SKILL
• You flipped a coin     FLIP-COIN, DECIDE SKILL
• Etc



Strength based work (Lesson 3)

• Notice what someone does well 
and call it a skill
• Notice people using specific 

skills
• Elicit specific skills from people
• Name the skills

• That!
• Invite more practice.



An example of this method from Sesame St

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_1Rt1R4xbM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_1Rt1R4xbM


Another example

• Conflict and conflict resolution

• Sesame Street: Robin Williams: Conflict – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gl3e-OUnavQ


Developing skills

• You are doing cognitive behavioral therapy when you and your client 
are working intentionally on skill development

• Look for the skills



Ask questions to help people recognize skill 
use
• Story:  teenage patient has two blow-ups 
• What skill was that?
• How did you do that?
• How can you get even better?
• Do you want to practice some more?
• Can you help other person learn the skill?



Other ways to develop skills

• There are many CBT skill training curricula.   Pick and choose
• Dialectical Behavior Therapy workbooks

• Social–Emotional Interventions with Children and Youth Who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing: A Research Synthesis 
John L Luckner, Sara Movahedazarhouligh
• The Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education, Volume 24, Issue 1, January 2019, Pages 1–10, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/deafed/eny030

• Teach staff that they are always 
modeling skills, for better or worse
• Examples

• Role play is the royal road  

https://doi.org/10.1093/deafed/eny030


Situation Cards

• In groups, we often got discussions and role plays going by having 
people “pick a card”
• Sometimes you can add “guess the coping skill”





















• https://www.routledge.com/Preparing-Deaf-and-Hearing-Persons-with-
Language-and-Learning-Challenges/Glickman/p/book/9781138916937

• Cards found under the link to “Student resources”

• Cards were developed by Deaf artist Michael Krajnak
• beardedcdi@gmail.com

2000 Free Skill Cards available on line

https://www.routledge.com/Preparing-Deaf-and-Hearing-Persons-with-Language-and-Learning-Challenges/Glickman/p/book/9781138916937
mailto:beardedcdi@gmail.com


The cognitive side of CBT is more difficult  
(Lessons 8-10)



Cognitive therapy skills

• Noticing feelings and thoughts
• Noticing self-talk
• Counter self-talk
• Noticing beliefs and then core beliefs
• Analyzing beliefs; rational vs irrational; all-or-nothing; 

overgeneralizing, emotional reasoning, etc
• Correcting mistaken beliefs by examining evidence, rational thinking
• Perspective taking



More practical CBT

1. Help people notice and label their thoughts
2.  Teaching awareness of self-talk as simplest form of Cognitive 
Therapy
3. De-emphasis on rational analysis of thoughts (REBT)
4. Skill building is a good schema for therapy
5. Depending on the person, you might focus more on behavioral than 

cognitive skills
6. Treat sensory-movement behaviors as skills



Questions about thoughts

• Use thought bubbles with people who can write



Thought bubbles

You are mean!
I don’t like you!



Use pictures to elicit thoughts



Use scripts

Stay cool!

• Me Calm 
Can Yes



CBT: Explore connections between thinking, feeling and doing.  Intervene at the 
thinking or doing

Thinking

DoingFeeling



CBT: Explore connections between thinking, feeling and doing.  Intervene at the 
thinking or doing

“I’m a loser”

IsolationDepression



Externalizing
From Narrative Therapy, Michael White

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRUAzGQ3nSY&t=40s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRUAzGQ3nSY&t=40s


Externalize
You are mean!
I don’t like you!



Talk back
No fight!

No want trouble!
Calm, calm, can do.







• Role playing is concrete and specific
• Role playing is  dialogic and skill building
• Role playing also teaches “point of view” (theory of mind)
• Role playing

• Preparing for family meeting
• Practicing solving a conflict
• Practicing coping with a stress

• Role playing is occasional with hearing people
but essential with many deaf people

Role playing



Role playing examples: Simple and complex

• Drug refusal skills• “Use your shield”





Many (deaf) people come to therapy because

• There is someone focused on understanding and communicating with 
them
• There is someone who cares what they think, feel and do
• This person is non-judgmental, supportive and an ally
• It may be they have few or no other people in their lives who do this.



• They are not (yet) working on skills, insights or behavior change.
• They don’t have a map or schema for therapy
• They just want to communicate with someone who understands and 

cares
• But the therapist can use these conversations to help them develop 

various cognitive and behavioral skills and improve their intrapsychic 
and interpersonal functioning.



Part IV: New ASL teaching stories are 
emerging everywhere

• First efforts were through the Deaf Wellness Center



The Deaf Wellness Center, University of 
Rochester (New York) Medical Center

• https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/deaf-wellness-center.aspx
• Center for Disease control, ASTHMA video
• https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/public_health.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F

%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fasthma%2Fasl_asthma_video.htm

• References:
• Pollard, R. Q, Dean, R. K., O'Hearn, A. M. & Haynes, S. L. (2009). Adapting health 

education material for deaf audiences. Rehabilitation Psychology, 54 (2), 232-238 
. 

• O'Hearn, A. M. & Pollard, R. Q (2008). Modifying Dialectical Behavior Therapy for 
Deaf individuals. Cognitive and Behavioral Practice, 15, 400-414.

https://www.urmc.rochester.edu/deaf-wellness-center.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/public_health.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fasthma%2Fasl_asthma_video.htm


• In the U.S., Deaf mental health care standard is increasingly not to 
translate/interpret but to adapt (Deaf Wellness Center)

• Adapt:  To keep the same treatment goals but to make it fit better 
with the language, culture, world view, and learning styles of Deaf 
people

Adapting/re-designing to fit Deaf people



• Adapting, not translating
• Capture essential teaching points
• Using stories; taught through dialogue  (Dialogic method); Using 

superb Deaf communicators
• Deaf teaching other deaf.
• Add information to make up for fund of information gaps (e.g., 

orientation to therapy, stages of therapy change, safety first, specific 
coping skills)

Adaptation guidelines (first developed by 
Deaf Wellness Center)



Building “fund of information”

• Giving people a schema for “what’s wrong,”  and “how do I get 
better” is crucial.
• Schema for counseling or therapy process.
• Information about key aspects of physical and mental health
• Building education into the therapy in some accessible, engaging way
• Example: ASL story about “goals”



• Melissa Anderson, Ph.D., and colleagues at the University of Mass. 
Medical School
• This adaptation builds upon work done by many others

Deaf Wellness Center, University of Rochester Medical Center
The Happy, Healthy, Life adaptation of Illness Management and 

Recovery
My pre-therapy model for adaptations to CBT

• Funding from National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
(NIAAA) and National Institutes of Health (NIH)
• Current pilot research data being collected



Video example: Signs of Safety Toolbox for 
Seeking Safety



Seeking Safety/Signs of Safety toolbox

• Melissa Anderson is developing the first Deaf friendly, evidence-based CBT 
treatment manual
• https://escholarship.umassmed.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1

101&context=pib
• https://youtu.be/IYslZHtHbhU

https://escholarship.umassmed.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1101&context=pib
https://youtu.be/IYslZHtHbhU


• Signs of Safety, Creating Meaning
• How is the idea of noticing and changing thinking demonstrated?



Summary: Take  home points

• Clinicians need to be aware of language and cognitive abilities of 
clients
• Clinicians need to be humbly aware of their own communication skills
• With deaf people with LDS, you usually need a team of 

communication and clinical experts



• How developmentally ready is the person for something like 
counseling/therapy?
• Initial work (and beyond) is more helpfully understood as pre-therapy
• Who should do this work?
• Best done by a team



• Tell me the story.
• Use scaffolding and story eliciting to develop cognitive abilities
• Use visual and material aids
• Role playing



• Introduce idea of skills
• Elicit skills and then comment on what you see
• Notice and label skills
• Pull for more skills
• Develop client vocabulary for coping, social and problem solving skills



• As signing skills grow, sign language stories become more useful
• We need more of these teaching stories
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